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Abstract. While coordination of work within open source software (OSS) communities is well-researched, it is virtually unknown how work is coordinated across community boundaries. However, as OSS projects are often part of a larger digital ecosystem of interdependent artifacts and communities, cross-community coordination is a pertinent topic. We turn to the ecosystem around Ruby on Rails to empirically explore this research gap. To this end, we scrutinize 96 coordination episodes among five interrelated OSS projects and identify four cross-community coordination mechanisms: adaptation, upgrading, positioning, and departure. Each mechanism describes a distinct and stable arrangement to integrate contributions across community borders. After presenting our findings, we reason about the significance of the results on explaining generative change in digital ecosystems.
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1 Introduction

The open source software (OSS) model of designing and changing complex artifacts based on a publicly accessible codebase [1] has created new forms of coordinating which have been investigated thoroughly during the last two decades [2]. Despite this work, little is known about coordination across communities of interdependent artifacts, as opposed to coordination within the community around an individual OSS artifact [3]. Cross-community coordination is of practical importance, because many OSS artifacts are coupled with other artifacts to form larger digital ecosystems and as such their communities have to interact [4]. One example is the ecosystem around Ruby on Rails, a web application framework. Thousands of add-on modules extend utility of this artifact [5]. Cross-community coordination is also of theoretical relevance, as it provides an apt setting to study the phenomenon of generative change, that is unanticipated change produced by contributions from broad and varied audiences [6], which is believed to drive innovation in the digital age [7]. Therefore, we ask:

How do open source software communities coordinate with other communities to change their respective artifacts within a shared ecosystem?
OSS communities usually introduce change through granular, incremental steps [8]. We harness this mode of working to empirically inquire coordination episodes. By recognizing patterns among these granular episodes, we identify mechanisms with which actors from different communities integrate their respective contributions – that is, we identify cross-community coordination mechanisms that lead to change, or potential for change, in OSS artifacts.

Our findings from five communities that are part of the Ruby on Rails ecosystem suggest four mechanisms. First, cross-community coordination reflects the hierarchy between artifacts. If one artifact serves as the basis of the second artifact, it is likely that the community of the latter readily seeks to adapt to any relevant change of the outside artifact. Second, communities anticipate fundamental changes to an artifact they depend on by contemplating possible consequences and upgrading their artifact accordingly. Third, cross-community coordination often revolves around locating and eliminating a design flaw that is identified through artifact coupling. The communities work together to position the appropriate location for fixing the design flaw. Fourth, members of an outside community may argue for a departure from existing artifact design, based on experiences within the context of their own artifact.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review the relevant literature on coordination across open source software communities. We then present the research design and findings of the empirical study, followed by a discussion how the findings fit into the broader topic of generative change in digital ecosystems. The paper concludes with a summary of main limitations and directions for further research.

2 Background

2.1 Coordination, Coordination Episodes, and Coordination Mechanisms

Coordination refers to the extent to which actors that need to integrate their respective contributions due to interdependencies do so consistently and coherently [9]. A major purpose of an OSS project, i.e. an OSS artifact and the community supporting it, is to advance artifact design via source code contributions [10]. Therefore, a large part of coordination consists of managing change in software artifacts through resolving interdependencies that emanate from source code contributions [11]. Consequently, this paper investigates coordination episodes during which possible source code contributions are discussed and integrated. A coordination episode is a logically connected series of activities with a trigger-activities-resolution structure [12]: a trigger that prompts coordination need; sequential coordination activities between actors during which knowledge is exchanged and source code contributions are discussed; and an eventual resolution whether and what kind of change is implemented. We can expect that over time, OSS communities develop stable arrangements to coordinate, or distinct coordination mechanisms [13]. It is reasonable to believe that coordination mechanisms exist also when two OSS communities repeatedly interact to integrate contributions across community boundaries, which makes it possible to identify mechanisms for cross-community coordination.
2.2 Coordination Mechanisms Across Communities of Open Source Software

Often, a software artifact is coupled with other artifacts to enable and augment its own capabilities [e.g., 14]. As such, it is typically part of a larger digital ecosystem, or a set of interdependent, co-evolving artifacts and the communities supporting them [4]. Artifacts belonging to an active ecosystem commonly change, which induces the regular need to integrate contributions originating from outside communities. Such cross-community coordination is difficult, because the OSS projects making up a digital ecosystem are heterogeneous and distributed, both in terms of resources and in terms of control [cf. 15]. For example, social practices how artifacts are changed may differ between communities, and whether an outside artifact changes so that depending artifacts are forced to be adapted is ultimately beyond the control the focal community.

Extant research on cross-community coordination mainly highlights the role of boundary spanners, i.e. actors who participate in multiple projects and who are capable to integrate heterogeneous contributions and reconcile dependencies between distributed artifacts [16–19]. Hence, boundary spanners coordinate by leveraging their personal knowledge, not through processes that span actors in disparate communities.

Beyond the attention given to the boundary spanning role, there is little research on cross-community coordination. This might be attributed to the property of software artifacts to be loosely coupled via defined interfaces [cf. 20]. Because interfaces codify the rules and protocols of exchange, they commonly avoid the need for direct interaction [21]. Yet, interfaces neither resolve all interdependencies nor do they remain unchanged over time [cf. 22]. For those situations in which coordination is necessary, we found weak cues for two distinct coordination mechanisms in the literature, which we label adaptation and departure. First, a community may adapt its artifact when an interdependent outside artifact changes, which is a rather transactional mechanism: a community accepts the change produced by another community and adapts accordingly [22–24]. Second, a more involved process is to advocate a departure from existing artifact design. This mechanism exploits the affordance of OSS communities to receive contributions from outsiders: a community influences another one to deviate from its existing artifact design and implement a change, usually one that helps the outsiders themselves [22]. Overall, our knowledge of cross-community coordination is limited. In the following, we report on an exploratory case study, addressing this research gap.

3 Research Design and Methods

We conducted an explanatory multiple case study of cross-community coordination in the digital ecosystem around Ruby on Rails (or simply Rails), an artifact that simplifies development of web applications written in the Ruby programming language. The goal of this examination was to describe and explain how disparate communities coordinate to change their OSS artifacts in light of interdependencies. Our choice of the Rails ecosystem was based on three main considerations. First, Rails was designed to be coupled with other artifacts written in the Ruby programming language – Ruby gems in jargon – which created the potential for cross-community coordination needs. Second, with its history reaching back to 2004 [25], both the codebase and the community of
Rails, and in extension many related projects, can be assumed to be mature. This was important to us, because we did not intend to trace the dynamics of how coordination mechanisms emerge, but rather identify established coordination mechanisms. Third, through reconstructing many digital ecosystems, including the Rails ecosystem [26], we noticed that the Rails artifact maintained an unusually large number of couplings with other artifacts. This made Rails an ideal starting point to investigate cross-community coordination in OSS settings.

3.1 Data Collection

We selected a sample of five OSS projects that are part of the Rails ecosystem, listed in Table 1, based on four major considerations. First, the project had to be hosted on Github, a popular service for collaborative OSS development, as we collected empirical data from there. Second, we wanted to ensure that the projects had many contributors, measured by Github forks [27], to increase the chances of observing coordination. Third, we chose popular projects, measured by Github stars accumulated [28]. As an added benefit, these criteria ensured that the selected projects were relatively mature, because it takes time to accumulate a sizable number of forks and stars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artifact</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Forks</th>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Ep</th>
<th>First activity</th>
<th>Last activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devise (16 Sep 2009)</td>
<td>Provides advanced authentication functionality</td>
<td>3,499</td>
<td>15,576</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>05 Apr 2010</td>
<td>29 Jun 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaminari (06 Feb 2011)</td>
<td>Provides pagination functionality for web apps</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>5,909</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>04 Mar 2011</td>
<td>08 Jan 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fourth, based on our knowledge of projects belonging to the Rails ecosystem [26] and employing self-written software, we systematically searched the discussion threads of projects in the Rails ecosystem, with data ranging from 29 Oct 2007 to 01 Jul 2016. Specifically, we captured discussions during which an outside project was referenced, and took this referencing as cue that two artifacts were coupled, which potentially led to the need of repeated cross-community coordination [3]. Consider this example: In June 2011, an issue on the Devise discussion board triggered a coordination episode: “I have just updated devise 1.4.0 => 1.4.1 in my project, and now it throws an exception”. After some causal theorizing, the root cause was identified: “it’s broken by
this commit in Rails: rails@0ca69ca”. Notably, a reference to Rails (that follows a well-defined syntax) was included. Less than two hours after the initial issue description, Devise was adapted to accommodate the change made by the Rails community, which resolved the episode.

We counted the number of outside references, and retained pairs of projects that shared many references. For example, we counted 109 instances in which either Rails or Devise referenced the other project. In total, the five OSS projects that we included in the case study shared 394 references between them. We then manually inspected the full discussion threads that contained those references. A discussion thread on Github typically revolves around a specific and usually self-contained issue for which coordination is needed to sort it out [29]. In our data sample, we observed that an issue discussion may spill over to another project, or that it may span multiple threads within the same project. Therefore, we followed the activities pertaining an issue even if it spanned multiple discussion threads and grouped them together. Overall, we collected 245 grouped discussion threads, which we regarded as tentative empirical evidence for cross-community coordination episodes, our unit of analysis. To ensure that the data indeed represented episodes of cross-community coordination, we inductively elaborated a list of exclusion criteria. For example, we excluded an episode if it was still ongoing at time of data collection. After applying the exclusion criteria, we were left with 96 episodes of cross-community coordination.

3.2 Construct Operationalization

The selected episodes served as empirical basis for analyzing how cross-community coordination is carried out in the Rails ecosystem and what effect it has on the artifacts involved. Our unit of analysis were individual coordination episodes. Therefore, we needed to operationalize the trigger of an episode, individual coordination activities, and the eventual episode resolution, as summarized in Table 2.

To operationalize the trigger construct we relied on open coding and axial grouping [30], eliciting five possible triggers from our data.

As for coordination activities, we drew upon the coding book of [29], which distinguishes between knowledge integration and direct implementation. Knowledge integration comprises activities needed to compile and integrate knowledge among the involved actors. Direct implementation covers activities needed to create and evaluate source code that may change the artifact. Just as in [29] our data set showed other activities as well, such as acknowledgment (e.g., “You, sir, are awesome.”) which we did not analyze as they were not material to our research question.

Each coordination activity was performed by an actor, whose actor status we classified as either insider or outsider following a simple heuristic: We counted how often an actor contributed to each community across our full data set and made her member of the community to which she contributed most. Then we compared assigned membership of this actor (e.g., Rails) with the community in which she performed a coordination activity (e.g., Devise). Matching pairs were coded as insider, mismatches were coded as outsider.
A coordination episode in our context resolves by (not) implementing a source code change. To describe the resolution in more detail we were interested to learn also about the kind of (non-)change that resolved the episode. Therefore, we drew upon [31], who distinguish two types of source code change: change of *business rules* are changes to the behavior of a software artifact such as fixing a design flaw, whereas change of *software properties* alters nonfunctional metrics of a software artifact such as increasing the readability of source code. Furthermore, we knew from prior literature that agreeing on a *workaround*, i.e. a temporary and localized solution that does not change the artifact, was yet another way to resolve a coordination episode [32].

In addition, we captured which of the two artifacts involved in a coordination episode were changed: upstream, downstream, both, or none, following common terms in software engineering [e.g., 22]. An *upstream* artifact is one on which others depend, while the depending artifact is called *downstream*. From manual inspection of the five artifacts in our case study we established the upstream/downstream relationships, depicted in Figure 1. For example, Rails is an upstream artifact to Devise. By analogy, the Rails community is upstream to the Devise community.

We elicited distinct cross-community coordination mechanisms through identifying patterns across coordination episodes. To support this process we selected six additional constructs that characterized the episodes as a whole [cf. 12]. *Episode length* captures the number of coded activities in a coordination episode. *Episode duration* measures how much time passed between the first and the last activity in a coordination episode. *Actors involved* counts how many different actors were involved in an episode. *Files*
involved counts the number of files for which source code changes were discussed during the episode. Knowledge integration ratio sets the number of knowledge integration activities in relation to the number of all activities in an episode. Finally, outsider activity ratio measures the percentage of activities that outsiders performed.

Figure 1. Artifact dependencies and number of episodes per artifact pair

3.3 Data Analysis

Data analysis consisted of two logical stages of coordination episode coding and coordination mechanism identification, through which we moved back and forth as we learnt more about the empirical setting. First, we coded coordination episodes according to the scheme summarized in Table 2. It struck us how straightforward the coding scheme could be applied. For example, when source code was changed it was easy to see whether functionality was added or fixed, readability was increased, etc. We attribute this to two reasons: In OSS communities it is customary to carry out fine-grained activities so that other community members can easily comprehend them [8]. In addition, the coordination episodes were usually focused on solving the specific issue at hand and did not divert into other directions. This demonstrated a certain level of discipline across the studied communities, which was an indicator that stable arrangements to coordinate, i.e. coordination mechanisms, existed.

Second, we identified coordination mechanisms in cross-community settings by seeking commonalities and differences between the individual episodes and matching them with preliminary coordination mechanism descriptions. We would switch to this stage of analysis whenever we identified tentative patterns or peculiarities that were potentially helpful to meet our research objective. As prior research mentioned adaptation and departure mechanisms, these were our natural starting points for candidate mechanisms, for which we wrote initial descriptions. We found evidence for these mechanisms and discovered two additional coordination mechanisms, which we eventually labeled upgrading and positioning.

4 Findings: Mechanisms of Cross-Community Coordination

Through analyzing 96 episodes of cross-community coordination, our empirical analysis unearthed four mechanisms that could comprehensively explain the observed coordination work. Summary statistics for each mechanism is provided with Table 3. In what follows, we show how each mechanism describes a different arrangement of cross-community coordination.
4.1 The Adaptation Mechanism

Our data analysis shows how one community seeks to adapt its artifact to changes in an upstream artifact as to restore functionality or utilize new functionality, which we define as adaptation mechanism. Typically, a coordination episode of this type is triggered by a malfunction, and its root cause is found to be a recent change in an upstream artifact. This instigates change in the downstream artifact, which resolves the initially reported issue. The adaptation mechanism leverages hierarchy of artifact couplings as its logic to coordinate work across communities. The upstream community introduces changes without reaching out to downstream communities. Instead, it assumes that downstream artifacts will be adapted to restore compatibility. This is an efficient arrangement for the upstream community, because it mitigates the costs of verbal exchange with outside communities. It is also efficient for the downstream communities, given that most adaptation episodes resolve after few activities and involve few actors. Furthermore, the low number of files involved in an adaptation episode indicates that the necessary adaptations are rather small, which in turn implies that the changes to the upstream artifact cannot be extensive as well.

4.2 The Upgrading Mechanism

Our data analysis reveals how one community seeks to understand major changes in an upstream artifact and how it upgrades the downstream artifact to appropriate these changes, which we define as upgrading mechanism. Typically, a coordination episode
of this type is triggered by upcoming major changes (e.g., changes to interfaces) that
the community of an upstream artifact announced. After discussing the implications for
its own artifact, the downstream community systematically changes its artifact to
account for these implications. The upgrading mechanism resembles the adaptation
mechanism, as it follows the same logic of artifact hierarchy. However, it is distinct in
that coordination activities typically commence in anticipation of change to the
upstream artifact, as opposed to a usually reactive adaptation episode. This mechanism
is efficient for the upstream community, as indicated by the very low share of outsider
activities. Thus, the coordination burden is mostly on the downstream community. Not
only must it implement many changes to its artifact, it also has to spend effort on
collating and integrating knowledge, as evidenced by the comparatively high
knowledge integration ratio of most upgrading episodes.

4.3 The Positioning Mechanism

Our data analysis surfaces how two communities seek to track down an issue observed
from coupling their respective artifacts and introduce change at the position they jointly
agree on, which we define as positioning mechanism. Typically, a coordination episode
of this type is triggered by an issue that is observed from the combination of upstream
and downstream artifacts. Both communities then investigate why the issue happens,
debate which artifact should be changed and implement the changes deemed
appropriate. The positioning mechanism is distinct as it always sees one community
reaching out to another due to an issue it cannot solve on its own. Creating a shared
understanding between the two communities is a major concern, suggested by the
comparatively high knowledge integration ratio combined with a high outsider
activities ratio. A positioning episode mainly increases artifact quality, because a
previously unknown issue is identified and resolved: 76% of all changes were to the
functionality of the artifact, usually fixing a design flaw. Remarkably, the main
beneficiary is the upstream artifact, as 67% of all positioning episodes in our data
resolved with changes to the upstream artifact. This suggests that a growing pool of
downstream artifacts effectively increases the number of collaborators who contribute
with technical expertise to the upstream artifact, which extends the community borders.

4.4 The Departure Mechanism

Our data analysis exposes how an actor, based on experiences made with a coupled
artifact, proposes a change and the focal community decides whether and how to
implement the change despite it being a departure from existing design, which we
define as departure mechanism. Typically, a coordination activity of this type has few
activities, involves just a couple of actors, and no or just one source code file. Usually,
the initially proposed departure of artifact design is not accepted by the focal
community. The departure mechanism incorporates what is commonly considered a
hallmark of open source software: anybody may modify an OSS artifact and see this
change become part of the ‘official release’ if the community deems it beneficial [3].
However, in our case study of five rather mature OSS projects, fewer than 15% of all
episodes could be attributed to the departure mechanism. What is more, all episodes but one resolved with a rejection of the proposed change by the focal community, and typically did so after few coordination activities. This suggests that OSS communities managing mature artifacts are reluctant to depart from existing artifact design.

5 Discussion: Coordination as Means of Generative Change

By analyzing how the communities of five interdependent OSS projects in the Rails ecosystem resolve coordination needs stemming from changes in coupled artifacts, we identified four cross-community coordination mechanisms, namely adaptation, upgrading, positioning, and departure. Each mechanism describes a mode of integrating contributions from coupled OSS projects that instigate change in the focal artifact. Thus, cross-community coordination organizes the co-evolutionary production of change caused by broad and varied audiences absent of central control, that is cross-community coordination is a means of generative change in a digital ecosystem [6].

The strength of a generative system lies in its capacity to allow contributions from heterogeneous actors, and to turn these contributions into productive changes. Because they are the result of a creative dialogue between insiders and outsiders, some of these changes are unanticipated and innovative [6]. Due to perpetual incompleteness of digital artifacts [33] and their ability to be coupled with other incomplete artifacts to form new combinations and variations, digital ecosystems produce constant co-evolutionary changes. Arguably, this dynamic is a main driver of digital innovation [7].

To this end, the identified cross-community coordination mechanisms help us better explain and rationalize digital innovation processes in complex digital ecosystems, particularly in an OSS setting. The adaptation and upgrading mechanisms show how upstream OSS projects effectively influence the evolutionary trajectory of downstream projects. In turn, the positioning mechanism demonstrates how autonomous, yet interdependent OSS communities create synchronization opportunities to sort out design flaws for mutual benefit. Finally, the departure mechanism suggests that mature OSS projects have a strong sense of direction, which reduces the propensity of radical design changes. Overall, the existence of coordination mechanisms that operate across OSS communities is further proof of the self-organizing capability of heterogeneous systems characterized by distributed resources and distributed control [15].

6 Limitations and Conclusion

The contributions presented here are naturally limited by our research approach and the scope of our data, which points at opportunities for future research. First, we cannot claim generalizability of the findings beyond the studied context. Therefore, additional research that studies different empirical contexts might complement our results. Second, stemming from our selection of mature communities, we did not regard path dependencies between the individual episodes. Future research might identify dynamic aspects of cross-community coordination. Third, we did not observe coordination activities directly, but derived them from verbalized contributions on discussion boards.
Hence, future research could employ ethnographic methods to draw a richer picture of the micro-foundations of cross-community coordination. Fourth, we obtained data only from the discussion boards on Github. Other tools to coordinate work are available, such as email, chat, and (virtual) whiteboards. As such, further examinations could tap into alternative data sources to identify coordination mechanisms that we did not observe.

In summary, much of the existing research on cross-community coordination assumes that boundary spanners and loose coupling are sufficient to resolve interdependencies between OSS projects. In this paper, we employed an explanatory case study to elicit four mechanisms for coordinating work across interdependent OSS communities, which is the main accomplishment of this paper. In addition, we argued that cross-community coordination mechanisms are means of generative change in digital ecosystems, and thus help us better explain processes of digital innovation in heterogeneous systems.
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